Prince William County Virginia | Pi Lambda Lambda
| Third District – On March 27, 2021, the Omega U
Program was invited to a Stock Up Kids
presentation. Stock Up Kids is a website platform
that educates both young and old on key subjects
of finance. They teach beginners information on
trading stocks. The information they provide can
help veteran stock traders as well.
Stock Up Kids teaches one of the lost important
things we all should learn, financial literacy.
Unfortunately, it is not taught in schools. Without
financial literacy, the financial decisions and the
actions we take or fail to take can only lead us
down a road of financial ruin and years of stress.
Generationally, this is the norm.
Nearly half of Americans do not have enough
money to retire and forty percent of Americans
cannot able to afford a $500 emergency expense
It is no surprise that most Americans can’t pass a
basic test of financial literacy.

Omega U
“During good times, recession, depression, or even
during a pandemic, Stock Up Kids is the answer to
navigating a course to financial freedom!”

Kali and Spirit from the Stock Up Kids spoke to the Omega U students
on the ZOOM meeting to educate them how the stock market works.

Stock Up Kids, because of their age, have amazed both young and
old with their with their sound understanding of finance, and you
will be impressed with the way they teach complex things like
trading fundamentals, techiniques, and charting just like top
seasoned professionals. Their presentation gave us the knowledge
to manage our money correctly.
Omega U will continue to provide mentorship to the students in
Prince William County, teaching them to strive for more than the
boundaries that are set around them.
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